CALL
On September 11th, 2021 on the streets together for our basic right to housing!

The rents are far too high, new apartments are hard to find. The housing situation of many tenants has deteriorated dramatically over the past 10 years. The run on concrete gold threatens our home.

In many cities, rents have exploded and there is a housing shortage. More and more people live in precarious housing conditions and still spend half of their income on rent. Not to mention the inhumane, forced community (mass) emergency accommodation for homeless and refugees.

The rent and housing crisis intensified during the pandemic. The poor got poorer. The rich got richer. The speculation with the land and the good living goes on and on. Housing groups such as Deutsche Wohnen, Vonovia, LEG & Co. were able to increase their profits. They paid out super dividends to shareholders instead of paying solidarity for the crisis.

The majority of people across Germany rent. In the big cities it is three quarters or more. But the housing market is working against them and making life difficult for many. In the worst case, tenants will be evicted and lose their home. The Berliners fought for a rent cap as damage limitation and a glimmer of hope. The rise in rents was stopped and excessive rents could even be reduced. But CDU and FDP MPs took the real estate lobby to court. The Federal Constitutional Court denied the federal states the right to adopt such damage limitation measures. Only the federal government can do that. With that, the Berlin rent cap was off the table. Thousands of tenants are paying overpriced rents again.

For years, tenants have organized themselves in a variety of ways and in many places against the rent madness. It is time to jointly and publicly call for a radical change of course in rent and housing policy. Let's get involved in the Bundestag election campaign and also provide nationwide tailwind for the Berlin referendum to socialize Vonovia, Deutsche Wohnen & Co. - for a basic right to housing and the design of the city based on solidarity!

We demand:
* Nationwide rent cap
* Expropriate housing corporations
* Apartments for everyone

On September 11th, we want to send a strong signal in Berlin.
Put an end to the neoliberal rent and housing policy! Together with many tenant initiatives, house communities, urban political groups and the “Expropriate Deutsche Wohnen und Co” campaign, together with the rent freeze campaign, with trade unions, tenants' associations and social associations, we form a broad alliance.

The nationwide demonstration should be big, loud and impressive. Be there and spread the word!

Housing is a human right!
Living space is not a commodity!



